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ABSTRACT
We study dynamic plane strain thermomechanicaldeformationsof a thermally softening viscoplastic body of squarecross-sectionand
loadedin combined compressionand shearat a nominal strain-rateof approximately 5000/s.A material defect in the body is simulated
by adding a temperaturebump centeredat the centroid of the cross-sectionto the otherwise uniform initial temperature.By varying the
ratio of the compressiveto shearloading, we study five different problems.It is found that in eachcasea shearband initiates from the
centroid and propagatesin the direction of maximum shearing.The equivalent nominal strain at which a shearband developsis highest
for the caseof simple shearingand least for the caseof simple compression.

1. INTRODUCTION

Even though shearbandswere first observedby Tresca[1] in 1878and by Massey [2] in 1921during the hot forging of a
metal bar, the researchactivity in this field haspicked up since 1944when Zener and Hollomon [3] observed32 ~m wide
shearbandsduring the punchingof a hole in a steelplate.They postulatedthat the heatproduceddueto plastic deformations
softenedthe material which becameunstablewhenthis softeningexceededits hardeningdueto strain andstrain-rateeffects.
The instability eventually resultedin the localization of the deformation into one or more narrow bandsof intenseplastic
deformation usually called shearbands since the predominant mode of deformation within the band is shearing.These
bandsare called adiabatic since there is not enoughtime for the heat producedwithin the band to be conducted away, at
leastduring the early stagesof its development.However, during the final growth of the band, heat conduction probably
controls its width becauseof the developmentof steeptemperaturegradients acrossthe band. Here we account for the
inertia forces,heatconduction, thermal softening,strain-ratehardening,andthe heatgenerateddue to plastic working, and
seekan approximatesolution of the initial-boundary-valueproblem by the finite elementmethod.The set of coupled stiff
ordinarydifferential equationsobtainedfrom the governingpartial differential equationsby using the Galerkin method are
integratedwith respectto time by using the IMSL subroutineLSODE.
For referencesto the related work, the readeris referred to two recent books [4, 5] and to review articles [6-7] on the
subject.We notethat nearly all of the previouswork [8-21] that dealt with the analysisof the dynamic problem is numerical,
andnoneof it consideredcombinedloading. Sincemostpractical problemsinvolve complex loadings,it seemsworthwhile
to studythe initiation and growth of shearbandsunder combinedcompressiveand shearloads.
.
2. FORMULA nON OF THE PROBLEM

We use an updatedLagrangiandescriptionof motion to study plane strain deformationsof a viscoplastic body of square
cross-section,and userectangularCartesiancoordinates(cf. Fig. I) with origin at its centroid to describedeformationsof
thebody. In order to solve for the deformationsof the body at time t + L\t,we take its configuration at time t asthe reference
configurationbut do not assumethat the intervening deformationsare infinitesimal. Equationsgoverning deformationsof
the body and written in terms of the referential description are

= 0,

(2.1)

Po vi = Tia.a,

(2.2)

Poe = -Qa.a + Tia Vi.a'

(2.3)

(p 1)'

whereP is the mass density of a material particle in the presentconfiguration at time t + L\t, Po its massdensity in the
referenceconfiguration at time t, J = Pol P equalsthe determinantof the deformation gradient F i a =xi. a' xi gives the
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presentposition of a material particle that occupiedplaceXa in the referenceconfiguration, a superimposeddot indicates
the material time derivative, Viis the velocity of a material particle, Tia is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stresstensor,a comma
followed by a (i) indicates partial derivative with respectto Xa (xU; a repeatedindex implies summationover the rangeof
the index, e is the internal energy per unit mass,and Qa is the heat flux per unit areain the referenceconfiguration. We
assume that x3 = 0 is the plane of deformation, and the indices i and a range over 1, 2. Equations (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3)
express,respectively, the balanceof mass,balanceof linear momentum,and the balanceof internal energy.Theseneedto
be supplementedby constitutive relations,initial conditions, and boundaryconditions.
Previous experimental [23] and numerical [10-21] works have indicated that the material within the band is severely
deformed and the temperatureand strain-ratewithin the band are quite high too. Constitutive relations that describewell
the responseof the material over suchwide rangesof strains,strain-rates,and temperatureshavenot beenestablishedyet.
For the simple shearingproblem, Batra and Kim [11] have shown that various constitutive relations,namely, thosedue to
Litonski [24], Bodner andPartom [25], Johnsonand Cook [26], Wright andBatra [15], andthe power law [21] give similar
qualitative but different quantitative results. It is highly unlikely that anyone of these material models is valid under
conditions prevailing within the band. Nevertheless,we here usethe one proposedby Batra [28] who generalizedto three
dimensionaldeformationsthat suggestedby Litonski for simple shearingdeformations.Batra andco-workers [18-21] have
usedit to study the initiation and growth of shearbandsin different problems.We assumethat the following constitutive
relationsdescribewell the material responseover the rangeof conditions likely to occur during the shearbanding process.
O"ij= - P (p) Oij + 2 ~ Dij'

(2.4)

Ti a = (PalP) Xa.j O"jj,

(2.5)

2~ = [0"01 ({3J)] (1 - V 9) (1 + bJ)m,
2Djj
2

= Vj.j

+ Vj.j,

-- 21 = D.. D.. D.. = D..- (1/3 ) D

P (p)
Qa

IJ

)I'

IJ

= B (p/Pr =-k

Poe = Poc

IJ

1),

(Po1 p) Xa. j 9j'

e+ PoPp (p) 1 p2.

(2.6)
(2.7)

kk ulJ'
1:..

.

( 28 )

(2.9)
(2.10)
(2.11)

Here O"ijis the Cauchy s~resstensor, 0"0the yield stressin a quasistatic isothermal simple compressionor tension test
conductedat the room temperature,pthe hydrostaticpressuredeterminedby the equationof state(2.9) in which B may be
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identified as the bulk modulus and Pr is the massdensity in the stress-freereferenceconfiguration,!! is the strain-rate

tensor,[> its deviatoric part; v equals the coefficient of thermal softening, material parametersband m describe the
strain-ratesensitivity of the material,c is the specific heatandk equalsthe thermalconductivity of the material. The material
parametersb, m, c, k, K, and B are taken to be independentof the temperature.Equation (2.10) is the Fourier law of heat
conduction written in the referential description, and equation (2.4) may be interpreted as representinga non-Newtonian
fluid whoseviscosity Jl dependsupon the temperatureand strain-rate.In terms of the deviatoric stresstensor3, defined by
Sij

= O"jj + [P = 211
t"' D..IJ

(21 3) ~ Dkk] Ojj

(2.12)
(2.13)

equation (2.4) when combined with equations (2.6) and (2.8), can be written as
[(1/2)

(sij SjV]I/2

= [0"01-[3]

(1

- v 9) (1 + bJ)m.

(2.14)

Equation (2.14) is the kinetic equation of state and may also be viewed as a generalized von-Mises yield criterion that
accounts for the decrease of the flow stress with the temperature rise and its increase with the increase in strain-rate. Here
we have not accounted for the strain-hardening of the material in order to reduce the number of variables to be considered.
Wang and Batra [13] studied the effect of kinematic hardening on the initiation and growth of shear bands and found that
the qualitative nature of results remained unaffected. They also showed that, for the plane strain compression problem, the
constitutive relation proposed by Brown, Kim, and Anand [29] gave results similar to those obtained by using equation
(2.4). Bell [30], Lindholm and Johnson [31], and Lin and Wagoner [32] have observed the affine dependence of the flow
stress upon the temperature rise. However, the range of temperatures examined by these investigators is not as large as that
likely to occur in the shear band problem. Chen and Batra [33] used the foregoing constitutive relations in studying the
penetration of an aluminum target by a steel rod, and found that the computed depth of penetration matched well with the
test values. We note that Zienkiewicz et al. [34] have used a constitutive relation akin to equation (2.4) to study an extrusion
problem.
For the boundary conditions we take
VI

njTjI

= :I: VI

(t),

=/n(t),

v2

ejTjI

= + V2

(t),

=ft(t),

= :I:H,

(2.15)

QI = 0 on Xl = :I:H,

(2:16)

Q2

=0

on X2

where V I and V2 are prescribed functions of time t,!! is an outward unit normal and! is a unit tangent vector to a bounding
surface. The boundary conditions (2.15) and (2.16) imply that all bounding surfaces are thermally insulated, the tangential
and normal components of velocity are prescribed on the top and bottom surfaces, and on the left and right surfaces time
dependent normal and shearing tractions are applied. We note that without these tractions, the left and right surfaces will
very likely not stay straight. That normal tractions may develop in nonlinear materials deformed in simple shear follows
from several examples given in Truesdell and Noll's book [36]. The values of/n(t) and ft (t) are computed from the solution
of the problem at time (t - ~t). We consider loadings such that

V2 (t)
V I (t)

=a

tl(0.005
-- { Va
Vo

H)

VI (t),
t ~ 0.005 Hlvo,
t ~ 0.005 Hlvo,

(2.17)
(2.1
&),
,

where Vois the steady value of the prescribed speed. We analyze the problem for a = 0, 0.5, 1.0,2.0 and 00; the first case
corresponds to simple shearing and the last one to pure compression. Fora = 00,VI = 0 and V2 is given by equation (2.18).
The initial conditions considered are

p <t' 0) = Pr' V (x, 0) = 0, 9 (x, 0) = e (1 - ;)9 exp (- 5;),

,2 = xi + x~.

(2.19)

That is, the body is initially at rest, is stress-free,hasuniform massdensity, and the initial temperatureis high in a small
region around the centroid of the cross-section.The value of E.in equation (2.19) models, in some sense,the strengthof
thp. cip.fp.~t
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3. COMPUTA nONAL CONSillERA nONS

Substitutionfrom the constitutive relations(2.4) through (2.11)into thebalancelaws (2.1)-(2.3) resultsin couplednonlinear
partial differential equationswhich along with initial conditions (2.19) and boundary conditions (2.15) and (2.16) are to
be solvedforp, v and 9. Thesenonlinearpartial differential equationsarefirst reducedto a setof couplednonlinearordinary
differential equationsby using the Galerkin approximation [35] and the lumped massmatrix. The squarecross-sectionin
the stressfree referenceconfiguration is discretizedinto 30 x 30 uniform squareelements,with each squarethen divided
into two triangles, and the coordinatesof node points areupdatedafter every time step.Thus the finite elementmeshdoes
not consistof uniform elementsafter the body hasbeendeformed.Also, the sidesof triangular elementsarenot necessarily
alignedalong the eventualdirection of the shearband.Needleman[37] haspointed out that finite elementmeshesdesigned
sothat elementsidesin the deformedconfiguration arealigned alongthe bandgive sharperbands.The lumped massmatrix
is obtainedby using the row-sum technique [35]. At eachnode,the massdensity, the temperature,and two componentsof
velocity areto be determinedafter every time step.The couplednonlinearstiff ordinary differential equationsareintegrated
by using the Gear method [38] incorporatedin the subroutineLSODE taken from the packageODEPACK developedby
Hindmarsh [39]. The subroutine adjuststhe time step adaptively until a solution of the coupled nonlinear stiff ordinary
differential equationshasbeencomputedto the desiredaccuracy.The finite elementcode developedearlier by Batra and
Liu [18] was modified to study the presentproblem.
4. COMPUTATION

AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

We assignedfollowing values to various material and geometricparametersin order to compute results.

b

= 10,000s, 0'0 = 333 MPa, k = 49.22Wm-l. C-I,

m = 0.025,

c = 473 J kg-I. C-I, Pr = 7860 kg m-3, B = 128 GPa,

H = 5 mm, Vo== 25ms-l. v

(4.1)

= 0.0222"C-I

Exceptfor the value of the thermal softeningcoefficient v, thesevaluesarefor a typical hard steel.The value of the thermal
softening coefficient v is intentionally taken to be large in order to reducethe CPU time required for the band to fully
develop. It should not affect the qualitative nature of results. The rather high value of the thermal softening coefficient
resultsin material softening due to its being heatedup becauseof plastic working in overcoming the strain-ratehardening
of the material at a low value of the averagestrain. We note that Batra and Liu [18] usedthe foregoing values (4.1) and
9-nodedquadrilateral elementsto analyzethe initiation and developmentof shearbandsin a viscoplastic body. However,
their initial conditions correspondedto the situation when initial transientshad died out.
The results below are discussed in terms of the following non-dimensional variables indicated by a superimposed bar.
-

! =!10'0,

where

8

= 8/80, f =!IH, I = Hllvo, 7 = tvo/H, ~ =.::Ivo
90 = O'of(P, c) = 89.6°C

(4.2)
(4.3)

Henceforth. we use non-dimensionalvariablesonly and drop the superimposedbars.
Figure 2 depicts the effective stressSe.defined as the right-hand side of equation (2.14). versusthe averagestrain Yavg
given by
Yavg =

\t

.
H

',/

+
,

U2
H

(4.4)

/

for homogeneous
deformationsof theblock with a = 0, 1 and 00. In this set of computations,the initial temperaturewas
taken to be uniform. It is clear that the effective stressattainsits peak value when the averagestrain equalsabout 8% for
eachone of the three cases.
In Fig. 3 we have plotted the evolution, at the centroid of the cross-section,of the secondinvariant I of the deviatoric
strain-ratetensor for the five casesstudied.If we associatethe initiation of the shearband with the instant when I begins
to increasesharply then the shearband initiates at the largestvalue of 'Yavg
for the caseof simple shearingand at the least
value of 'Yavg
when the block is deformed in simple compression.The value of 'Yavg
at the instant of the initiation of the
shearband gradually decreaseswith an increasein the value of a, i.e., with an increasein the vertical componentof the
prescribedvelocity. Due to the largetemperatureperturbationintroducedat the centroid, the band initiates before the peak
in the effective stressis attainedfor a =2 and We note that the averagestrain-rateequals5000 s-1for a = 0 and 00but
00.
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Figure 2. Effective stressvs. averagestrain for homogeneousdeformations of the block with IX= 0, 1 and 00.
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Figure 3. Evolution of the secondinvariant of the deviatoric strain-ratetensor at the centroid of the cross-section.

is higher for the other three casesstudied.However, becauseof the low strain-ratesensitivity, it doesnot affect noticeably
the homogeneousstress-straincurve (cf. Fig. 2) and the value of'Yavgwhen the effective stressattainsits maximum value.
We note that Batra and Ko [41] found that the initiation of a shearband was considerablydelayedin a viscoplastic block
deformed in axisymmetric compressionas comparedto that when it was deformed in plane strain compression,Thus the
stateof deformation at a material point seemsto affect significantly the value of 'Yavg
at which a shearband will initiate.
The computationswerestoppedwhenoneof the triangular elementshadbeenseverelydistortedsoasto makethejacobian
of the mapping from the masterright-handed triangular element to it negative. One could rezone the deformed areato
compute results for subsequentdeformations of the body or use the adaptive mesh refinement technique developedby
Batra and Ko [40]. This was deemedto be beyondthe scopeof the presentinvestigation.
The evolution of the temperatureat the block center, shown in Fig. 4, revealsthat the rate of increaseof temperatureis
highest when the block is deformed in simple compressionand least when it is deformed in simple shear.Also, once a
shearband hasinitiated the temperaturerises sharply when the body is being deformed in simple compressionand rather
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Figure 4.

Evolution of the temperature at the centroid of the cross-section.

gradually for the caseof simple shearingdeformationsof the body. The rate of increaseof temperatureboth prior to and
subsequentto the initiation of a shearband increaseswith an increasein the value of a. The plot of the effective stressat
the block center vs. the averagestrain there given in Fig. 5 revealsthat the effective stressdecreasesmost rapidly when
the block is deformed in simple compressionand quite slowly when it is deformedin simple shear.This is to be expected
becausethe rather low value of m meansthat the magnitudeof I has less noticeable effect on the value of the effective
stresswhich being an affine function of temperaturedrops with an increasein the value of the temperatureat the block
center. We note that the normal and shearingtractions applied on the left and right surfacesto keep them straight were
found to be of the order of 10-2.
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Figure 5

Evolution of the effective stressat the centroid of the cross-section.

For the axisymmetric compressionproblem Batra and Ko [41] found that the temperatureat the block centerratherthan
the nominal or averagestrain there was a better indicator of when a shearbandinitiates. In order to seewhetheror not such
a correlation exists in the presentproblem, we haveplotted in Fig. 6 the variation of the secondinvariant I of the deviatoric
strain-ratetensor at the block center versusthe temperaturethere.Except when the block is deformedin simple shear,the
curvesfor the other four caseslook alike. However, it is hard to decipherfrom them when a shearband initiates in earnest.
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TEMPERATURE

Figure 6. Variation of the secondinvariant of the deviatoric strain-ratetensor at the centroid of the cross-sectionvs. the temperaturethere.

In an attempt 10 delineate the development of a shear band within the body, we have plotted in Fig. 7 contours of the
second invariant I of the deviatoric strain-rate tensor at 'Yavg= 0.085,0.097,0.133 and 0.143. The loading corresponds to
a

= 1, i.e., the block

is compressed and sheared simultaneously at the same rate. The contours are plotted in the reference

configuration. It is apparent that contours of successively increasing values of I originate at the centroid of the cross-section
and propagate outwards in the direction of maximum shearing. The orientation of the band in the reference configuration
does not change with time. Also, the severely deforming region does not narrow down too much because of the rather
coarse mesh used. That the orientation of the band depends upon a should be evident from Fig. 8 wherein are shown
contours of I at the late stage of the band development for the five loadings studied. It is clear that the inclination of the
band with the horizontal line increases with an increase in the value of a and equals the maximum value of 45° for the case
of simple compression. For a = 0.5, 1 and 2, the band makes an angle, measured clockwise from the horizontal, of 14.T,
22.3°, and 37.4° respectively. The requirement that the top and bottom surfaces stay flat precludes the formation of two
bands except in the case of simple compression in which case two bands aligned along the main diagonals form.

Figure7
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(c) Yavg=0.133.
(d)Yavg=0.143
Figure 7. Contours of the secondinvariant J of the deviatoric strain-ratetensor for a =

For (X =0.5, I, 2, and the y-component of velocity and for (X= 0 the x-componentof the velocity distribution within
the deforming region at a late stageof the band developmentis plotted in Fig. 9. Theseplots illustrate that the deforming
region is divided into severalzonesseparatedby the shearband acrosswhich the velocity field jumps by a finite amount.
It supportsTresca's [I] and Massey's [2] assertionsthat the tangentialvelocity is discontinuousacrossa shearband. In our
work, the velocity field is required to be continuous.
The changein the orientation of the shearband with (Xis confirmed by the plots of the deformed meshshown in Fig. 10
at the late stageof the band formation. The deformed meshplotted consistsof quadrilateral elementsobtained by joining
two adjacenttriangular elements.Theseplots evince that essentiallyone element on either side of the band centerline is
severelydeformed.A finer meshcould not be usedbecauseof the limitations on the core storageandthe CPU time available
for the project.
00

(a) a

=0.0.

=

Yavg 0.227

(b)a=O.5. Yavg=O.185
Figure 8
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(e)
Figure 9.

DistributIon,

(X

=~, 'Yavg
= 0.059

at the late stage of the band development, of the y-component of velocity field within the defonning region for (X= 0.5,1,2
and ~, and the x -component of velocity for (X= O.

(a) IX = 0.0 'Yavg= 0.227

(b) IX

= 0.5,'Yavg=

0.185

(d) a = 2.0, Yavg= 0.095

(c) IX= 1.0, Yavg=0.143

Figure 10
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(e) IX

Figure 10.

=~. Yavg =0.059

Deformed meshes at the late stage of the band development for different loading conditions,

CONCLUSIONS

We have studied finite plane strain thermomechanicaldeformationsof a thermally softening viscoplastic body of square
cross-sectionand subjectedto combined compressiveand shearingloads.The material responseis modeled by using the
Litonski-Batra constitutive relation. A material defect is simulated by assuming that the initial temperature at points
surrounding the centroid of the cross-sectionis higher than that at other points. The higher temperatureat and near the
centroid softens the material there which is deformed more than the rest of the body. These higher deformations of the
material surrounding the centroid of the cross-sectionheat it up more and the temperaturethere rises faster than that at
other points in the body. The processis self feeding and eventually an instability ensuesat the centroid and propagates
outwards along the direction of maximum shearing.Becauseof the rather coarsemeshused,only one element on either
sideof the band centerline is severelydistorted.Also, the deformationswithin the bandarelessintensethan thosecomputed
in the one-dimensionalsimple shearingproblem wherein a fine meshcould be used.One can concludefrom the presently
computedresults that a shearband initiates at the least value of the averagestrain when the block is deformed in plane
strain compression, and the initiation of the band is gradually delayed as the shearing component of deformation is
increased.
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